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methodology
AudienceNet conducted an initial
online survey amongst 1,002 15-34
year old Chilean residents and a
week-long, moderated, online dialogue
with 40 Chilean Millennials,
segmented as follows: the politically
engaged; the mainstream and the
politically disaﬀected.

The sample was recruited to be
nationally representative of all
Chilean Millennials in terms of:
age; geographical region; household
income and educational
attainment levels.
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Interest & engagement
with politics
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Most young people in Chile
are happy and optimistic…

92%

94%

Are generally happy
with their lives

Are optimistic about
their future
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…But interest in politics is low
Very
interested

Not at all
interested

14%

14%

29%

said they were “very
interested” in politics

27%
Fairly
interested

30%

Not that
interested
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Music & film top the list of interests
(Net %: very interested / fairly interested)
95

Music
Film

88

Using Social Media

88
83

New technology

79

Cooking
Reading

77

Gaming

77

Excercise

74

Taking part in sports

74
67

Festivals

56

Fashion

54

Theatre

53

Watching Sport

41

Politics
Religion

30
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Taking an interest in politics is
also not seen as being important
(Rank in order of importance)

1

Being happy

10

Making money

2

Being in good health

11

Equality in society

3

Having leisure time

12

Spending time with friends

4

Being free to do and say what I want

13

The well-being of society in general

5

Spending time with family

14

Taking an interest in music

6

Having my voice heard

15

Being connected to friends via social media

7

Helping others

16

Being involved with my local community

8

Being successful

17

Taking an interest in politics

9

Contributing to society

7

Generation gap

67%
feel that their generation
is less interested in
politics than their
parents’ or
grandparents’ generation
21% think the reverse
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Why are so few young people
interested in politics?
When we asked why their generation was less interested in politics, there was a great sense of
disappointment in politics and politicians from young people. Many said they were interested in
politics, but not in its current form.
“Politics itself is not bad, but politicians are
what make us think that politics is bad and
they are the ones who handle it, but the politics
itself is not bad, because life is politics. Young
people are not interested in politics because
over the years politics has shown that it’s
mostly older people that are the ones who
control the rules in politics.”	
  	
  
“Politics has disappointed me. The reason, and
I think that is what causes most of young
people not being interested, is that I feel that
the current players do not represent the
thinking of the community that choose them,
and they act in pursuit of their own interests.”

“I left school last year, and I
remember in a class of forty people,
maybe five, six, knew about what
was going on in the country. I
think that there are few interested
because they have made politics, a
subject for 'adults', because
whenever someone tries to give an
opinion, participate, they look
puzzled, some even scoﬀ, "You're
too young to know this," but my
question is when you have the
appropriate age? “
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“Regarding politics I am optimistic,
because I think you can generate
positive changes if you have a fair
and truly participatory democracy.
I do not think young people are
disinterested in the policy itself, but
in the political parties and this lack
of interest is, because of corruption
cases and protection of business
interests by most politicians.”

Taking part
6% said that they have attended a political meeting and 16% said that they have taken part in a
protest/demonstration

6%
Take part in
political meetings

This compares to 15% who
take part in religious
meetings/events and…

28%

16%
Take part in
protests/demonstrations

who take part in team
sports
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Are they willing to share their
opinions on social media?
We asked Chilean Millennials how they felt about sharing their views on social media site, most
said they never shared their views or only shared them when there was something they really
cared about. There was a sense that people preferred sharing their views with like minded people.
“I share few things on social networks, I
have these talks more frequently with
friends and family at a meal or meeting”
“I have never shared any political
comments on social networks, because
they lend to many interpretations. You
can have problems or receive unpleasant
comments for a simple opinion”

“Occasionally I will share my views on
politics, in cases such as that of
corruption that have lately been
revealed, I feel it does not aﬀect me,
because I have to keep working, studying
or doing my work to get ahead; in
addition. I prefer to be happy with the
people around me to get mad with issues
that will never change. However, when I
talk with my friends we reach the same
conclusion, politicians are rubbish, not
all, but the vast majority, and nobody
will change that, Chile is a country that
forgets fast.”
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”	
  I do not share my political views with
others in social networks, I use them
for a recreational purpose, fool around
a while, and nothing else, since I
probably would start a war, because
what is missing today is tolerance
facing a diﬀerent point of view than
yours.”	
  	
  
	
  
“I do not use social networks to express
my thoughts; I prefer discussions with
my friends. Luckily they share my
concerns about the problems that aﬀect
us.”
	
  

Politicians
connecting with
young people
12

66%

5%
felt confident that they
and their peers could
make themselves heard

think very few, if any,
politicians encourage
young people to get
involved in politics
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% agreeing with statements
80% of Chilean
millennials think
their views are
largely ignored
by politicians

The views of young
people are largely
ignored by most
politicians

Most politicians are
more concerned with
older people than
younger people

Most politicians
want to control
and restrict
young people

80%

53%

56%

Most politicians
want the best
possible future
for young people

The views of young
people are greatly
valued by most
politicians

Most politicians are
more concerned with
younger people than
older people

21%

11%

12%
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Looking to
the future…

15

Factors affecting future
quality of life (‘Very big eﬀect’ or ‘some eﬀect’ %)
Access to education

94

The state of the environment

94

The Chilean economic situation

93

Crime

86

Decisions made by politicians in Chile

86

The global economic situation

86

Development of better transport systems

85

New developments in technology and connected devices

84

International crises

83

Further development of the internet/ social media

81

The threat or reality of wars

80
76

Decisions made by my local municipality/local authority

73

International political decisions

68

Terrorism

57

Immigration
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Millennials think
“access to education”
and “the state of the
environment” will
have the biggest
aﬀect on their future
quality of life.

What would they rather be?

29%

13%

11%

11%

10%

Business Owner
or Founder

Research
Scientist

Doctor

Musician

Sportsperson

8%

6%

4%

4%

3%

1%

Academic

Writer

Famous
Celebrity

Politician

Lawyer

Religious
Leader
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Time Travel Activity | their own future
We asked the participants to imagine that they could travel 20-30 years in to the future and
describe what they think their lives will be like. Many hoped to start their own business and
hoped their children and grandchildren would have access to free health care and education.

“I will be over 40, hopefully with
my pastry shop and happy with
my family.”

“I think I will be working. I hope to
have two children and with more
opportunities than today.”

“I hope that by then both my
children and my grandson could
be able to enjoy both health and
free education. I am definitely
going to be an architect”

“I see my life working as a selfemployed, with my own business,
family, friends and travelling.”
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“I don't think my life will change
that much, I guess I will be
working, I hope in my own
business, planning a trip!”	
  	
  
	
  
“I will be one of the best
dentists in the country”
	
  

Time Travel Activity | Chile
When we asked what the country might be like in 20-30 years time, most people hoped there
would be less inequality in society, but not everyone was sure this was an achievable goal.

“Chile will be a more developed
country at a cultural, social and
economic level, with diversity of
ideas which can be discussed freely
and there will be more tolerance”
	
  
“Chile will be a country that slowly
lower the rates of inequality, where
wealth is better divided among
people ; this change is led by people
with ideals of change and reflect
what our country needs to develop
sustainably, not only economically”

“I think Chile will be more developed
and fair and even if it’s hard to
imagine, I believe there will be more
transparency, less fraud from
businessmen. The main changes will
be the amount of information which
makes people be more aware. ”

“Chile will be the same, I don’t
think we can change in 20
years. Hopefully with better
Health network and free
education.”	
  	
  
	
  
“Chile, given the current
conditions, has a big chance of
keeping all the inequalities we
see today. The oligarch
government we have today, will
also remain, although I hope it
will change. ”
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Time Travel Activity | Government
When we asked what the government might be like in 20-30 years time. Many wanted to see a
more representative government and hoped their generation generate the change they want to see
in the country. There were mixed views on electronic voting.

“The government will be at the
service of society, will be more
representative In 30 years, there will
be technology that allows electronic
voting.”	
  	
  
	
  
“I think my generation can make big
changes for the future, and there are
more proposals for that. Hopefully
will be an electronic voting system.
Something faster and to continue
with voluntary voting.”

“The government, if people want it
to, be independent or from a
diﬀerent party, It’s hard but not
impossible. Besides this
development, I do not agree with
voting via Internet because it less
secure. I prefer the current system,
maybe mandatory and total
integration with Chileans living
abroad.’’
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“The voting process should
continue in the same way, any
electronic voting system can be
violated and upset. The current
system is more cumbersome, but
safe”
“The country remains the same,
but the economy is a little better
and elections are conducted
electronically”
	
  

64% Would Vote
if There was
An election
Tomorrow
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If there was an election
tomorrow…
National Renewal

The very small amount
of people who said they
would vote for any of
the major parties, is
likely to have been
caused by Chilean
Millennials voting for
individual politicians
rather than parties.

Progressive Party

3% 4%
19%

Communist Party

3%
1%
5%

Social Democrat Radical Party

3%
2%
6%

Socialist Party
Party for Democracy
Christian Democratic Party
Independent Democratic Party

24%
13%

Other
Don’t know

18%

Not prepared to say
None of the Above
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Key reasons for not
wanting to vote

1

2

3

4

Lack of trust in

Parties and

No party

politicians are

Lack of support
for the current

They are not

politicians

interested in

represents their

all the same

political system

Politics

views

23

5

Key factors that might encourage
an interest in voting

#1

If I trusted
politicians
more

#2
24

If politicians
cared more
about young
people

Why politicians aren’t trusted
The main reasons politicians are not trusted by Chilean millennials is that they don’t feel
politicians represent the views of the public. Corruption and only creating benefits for themselves,
not the country, was mentioned by many as a reason for lack of trust.

“Because politicians do not keep their
promises and many of them are bought
by businessmen to reject projects that
might harm them and approve absurd
laws where only the rich benefit more.”	
  	
  	
  
	
  
“Young people do not trust politicians
because they see in them corruption,
high salaries and many unfulfilled
promises.”

“The same few politicians have earned
a bad reputation for them all. With
high salaries and benefits that only
they receive and little commitment
towards the community. Very few
care about people and keep their
commitments, for example, in
campaigns. Few of them are
transparent!”

“Clearly, youth and society in
general do not trust politicians,
because they lie, as simple as that.
Politics went from being an
activity performed by vocation to
be performed by monetary
interest. Only a few politicians
deserve some degree of reliability”
“Because they pursue their own
interests, they forget that they are
representatives of a country.”	
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Trustworthy politicians?
Chilean millennials mentioned several politicians they felt they could trust, both at a local, national
and international level. Those mentioned most often as being trustworthy were former youth
leaders Gabriel Boric and Giorgio Jackson.
“The only local political
representative I can trust is
Guillermo Ceroni , who has done
many things for the communities
he represents. He is reliable
because he delivers what he
promises.”	
  	
  
	
  
“I consider Ivan Fuentes reliable.
He seems to be a real and
committed person. I also like
some proposals from Jackson and
Boric deputies.”

“I still trust in Michelle Bachelet
and I look forward to seeing the
results of the tax law, free
education and other things that
she has promised.”	
  	
  
	
  
“Based on what I've seen and
I've read I think former
Uruguay’s President Jose
Mujica is reliable. He is humble
and close to people.”
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“Today one of the few politicians
that fights for his community and
works closely with them is Aysén’s
deputy Ivan Fuentes. Boric and
Jackson are more committed too.
Perhaps because they are young
and have fresh ideas, as well, they
grew up watching injustice and the
“eternal” politicians.”
	
  

Building Trust in politics
The main advice young Chileans who are looking to be seen as more trustworthy is to listen to the
people and give up on luxuries. Concrete suggestions included spending more time in the local
communities and capping politicians wages.
“For a politician to be reliable,
should be transparent, working
closely with the community.
Propose diﬀerent ideas that benefit
the entire community and not just
a few.”
“I think if they start listening to
young people, taking into account
our thoughts and ideas more. Not
all youth are revolutionary or
problematic. They should read a
little more what young people write
on social networks, many express
opinions on twitter for example.”

“Politicians generating trust are young
(Jackson, Boric), because they
represent my ideals, they are
transparent, present initiatives that
might even worsen their economic
situation (I mean the proposal to lower
parliamentary allowances), etc.
currently politicians lack
transparency and empathy.”
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“Politicians should put aside their
luxury lifestyle and go to "work" to
see and live the reality of the
country, ride on the tube, on
Transantiago, etc. They shouldn’t
be so formal and keep what they
promise, or at least try. Then they
can create new laws to improve our
country.”	
  	
  
	
  
“Politicians could be more reliable
if they try to connect with people
and put aside their own interests
doing more activities involving
young people”

Factors contributing to voting
decision (% ‘Great Extent’ or ‘Some Extent)
Seeing/hearing interviews with the candidates

85

What I think/know about the candidates standing

84
82

What I think/know about the leaders of each party

79

Reading the political manifesto of candidates
Meeting a political candidate

77

News/current affairs on TV

76

News/current affairs on the radio

76
72

Articles in Newspapers and Magazines

67

Online articles/blogs
Social networks – information via Twitter,

65
63

Meeting a party campaigner/representative
YouTube Videos

52

The views of my parents

52

The views of my friends

48

The views of my brothers/sisters

47
35

Posters/leaflets in support of the candidates
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Knowledge about individual
candidates is most important
for Chilean millennials when
choosing how to cast their vote

Means they would use to start
a political campaign (‘extremely useful’ %)
If	
  they	
  were	
  to	
  start	
  their	
  own	
  campaign,	
  however,	
  Chilean	
  millennials	
  	
  
would	
  be	
  more	
  likely	
  to	
  focus	
  their	
  eﬀorts	
  on	
  social	
  media	
  
72

Using social networks such as Facebook, Twitter etc.

67

Appearing on TV or radio

56

Creating a YouTube video
Putting on an event such as a concert or festival with
talks as well as bands

52
47

Getting a well-known personallity to back your campaign
Handing in a petition to the government

44

Holding a peaceful demonstration

44
42

Contacting my local mp

40

Promoting a dedicated app

33

Stickers/posters

15

Grafiti

9

Holding a disruptive demonstration
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Preferred message for encouraging
more younger people to vote…
Younger people need to vote - it’s their future

“

Voting really does make a diﬀerence	
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“

Voting is your responsibility

“

32% “
56% “
11% “

WHAT WOULD THEY DO DIFFERENTLY?
If the Chilean millennials were involved with starting a new political campaign themselves, they would
not make any promises they couldn’t keep and they would listen to the electorate, to ensure they were
focusing on the right issues. They would keep their messages simple and use social media to connect
with young people.

“I think I would use social media more
and videos to get out my messages in a
simpler way, without such diﬃcult
rhetoric and so many whimsical
sayings. This is also a tool I would use
to encourage people to join. To get
engaged followers you must engage
with them. Maybe do something like
this? Ask questions to the voters
directly, have a forum with open
discussions where they can ask
questions directly, online about
campaign policies.”

“I would focus on making campaign
promises that can actually be kept.
Not promise anything we can't do, in
order to build trust amongst our
voters. I wouldn't hand out buns,
roses or coﬀee. Many politicians
choose to hand out "bribes" but if the
voters already know who they're
voting for it doesn't make a
diﬀerence. I would rather hand out a
4 page easy-to-read and
understandable brochure about what
we stand for and focus on. So the
voters know what they get..’’
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“You could for example have
campaigns via Twitter where people
could share their opinions and
suggestions so that they would feel
like their voices were heard. It would
also be a possibility to do research,
that the campaign would promote to
find out if this is something most
people would agree with and if a
majority disagrees the suggestion
could be changed in order to show
that their opinion actually matters.”

Who should run the campaign?
A well-known
personality (such
as a recording
artist or comedian)

DON’T KNOW

12%

19%

33%

A well-known
politician
who agrees
with your views

36%
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Someone of your
age group who is
unknown but comes
across really well

“youth for a new chile”
We asked Chilean millennnials to create a campaign poster. For the slogan they wanted to get across
that the young generations can create positive changes for their country. They wanted the messages
to be simple, with nice imagery and they would encourage participation.
“I would use informal and easy to
understand language, without big
words or phrases, and would use eyecatching images related to the focus of
the campaign. For young people to
participate I would approach them to
see what their main worries are, and
from there generate proposals and let
them known through social networks,
universities, institutes. In short, I
would approach them with
information, so then they could
participate..”
	
  

“Youth, you are the protagonists of
reforms, join and together we will
change the country." Include them
not exclude them from the reforms,
keep them informed and give them
the opportunity to participate and
express their thoughts through
social media”

”You Make the Change”
	
  
	
  
“New foundations, new
thoughts, Youth
changed”
“The change
depends on you”
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The issues
that matter

34

High Priority for Public Spending (%)
Healthcare

98

Education

98
93

Job creation
Poverty

91

Environment, food, rural affairs

90

Energy

89

Housing

88

Transport

87

State pensions

83

Emergency services (prisons,

83

Income support & housing benefits

79

Culture, media & sport

78
74

Business innovation & Skills
Communities & local government

72

Science and technology

72

Defence
Foraign aid/international

57
53

35

Healthcare, Education
and Job Creation were
considered to be the top
priorities for government
spending.

84%
believed in the
importance of equality
in gender and sexual orientation in society
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WHAT SHOULD POLITICIANS WORK TOWARDS? (%)
To what extent do they deliver on the following? (%)
Improving and maintaining good educational
facilities

97
37
96

Improving and maintaining good medical care

34

Ensuring the best possible future for young
people

38

Ensuring the well-being of the elderly

39

96
95

Ensuring equality of opportunities for
all(...)sexual-orientation and ethnicity

95
46

Forging closer ties with the rest of Latin
America

53

Ensuring that Chile plays its part on the world
stage

54

88
88
87

Investing in technology

50
85

Putting the people of Chile first

42
64

Building and maintaining a strong military

70
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THE ISSUES THAT MATTER
When asked to talk about which issues are the most talked about in recent times, the key issues
Chilean millennials were concerned about were free education and inequalities in society.
“I am concerned about social
inequality that exist in this country,
low salaries, crime, corruption, etc.
The laws of this country are made to
benefit the few and 90% of Chileans
live a mediocre life and with a salary
barely covers ordinary expenses.”	
  	
  
	
  
“I think that the main topic should be
education, because I think to divide
education into State or private is bad,
now the decision was taken, and they
were not able to ensure the well-being
of middle and lower class.”

“I worry about the current social
justice (or injustice) in our society,
selfishness of business and political
elite and disregard for the most
vulnerable groups, particularly the
elderly. I think if we can do
something, on a small scale we can
educate the younger, so that future
generations are more aware of their
surroundings and there is more
empathy.”
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“Concerned about the issue of social
equality. In this country; or it is rich
or poor. But the middle class we are
in a limbo that does not allow us opt
to many benefits provided by the
state. - I think the issue of education,
not only in schools and universities
also the education provided at home.
It is worrying to see the lack of
values, conscience and humanity of
today's youth. - Lack of resources to
enter university or college.”

THE ISSUES THAT MATTER (Cont.)
Other topics that were mentioned frequently were the provision of healthcare, working conditions crime
and sexual equality.
“Health and education are cross-cutting
issues, but working conditions are
something that worries me right now. I
have a university degree and am
currently working in a school. The salary
is nowhere near what it should be and
honestly, I can not aﬀord to live well. I'm
always worried about some unexpected
expense appearing during the month.”

“Politicians should devote their
discussion time to talk about
education, public health, ecology,
natural resources and decisions
about sexuality, maternity and vote.
Mainly because I think that while
there is a lot discussion on these
issues, they resolve them with
partisan and personal decisions. I
care about the power to decide what I
want to do with my body and
sexuality, I think that human
freedom is curtailed , discussing
about the bodies of others.”
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“The main problems facing Chile in my
opinion are, violence against women, sexual
diversities and the poorer classes. Which is
reflected in a deficient system of public
health , in a poor transport system, in a
discriminatory education system, which is
sexist and of poor quality in addition to
current access being seen as a privilege, this
is extremely outrageous, .”

Do they feel able to do
anything about these issues?
Many said they wanted to or had tried to make changes on issues they cared about, but felt it was
difficult under the current constitution and levels of corruption in Chilean politics.
“Little or nothing can be done
unless a change is made to the
constitution or corruption is
over”
“By myself I would not be able to
do something but if I have a lot of
support and lots of people agree,
definitely I could do something
about these issues.”

“ I think to be well informed and
thoroughly already am doing
something about the issues that I
mentioned. I think it is essential to be
well informed about everything for
voting in the upcoming election in an
informed way and taking into account
all pros and cons of each candidate
and not just vote based on populism
that is generated.”
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“I have participated in the project with
thousands of scientists in thousands of
classrooms in various schools in my
region and tried to convey my interest for
science to children anywhere I go. As for
plans for the teaching profession, I
anguish to think that my views are not
taken into account as well as many other
teachers; in this respect the laws are
quite managed by the government. We
went to present our opinion with a march
to Congress and after saying that the law
was not approved, they held another
meeting in the afternoon where curiously
was approved, they mocked all of us who
traveled from diﬀerent cities to express
our opinion.”

Politicians /
Political parties
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Awareness of political parties
The Communist Party

71

The Socialist Party

67

Christian Democratic Party

67

Party for Democracy

62

Independent Democratic Party

55

Social Democrat Radical Party

34

Progressive Party

29

Awareness of political parties was relatively low
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Awareness of politicians (%)
Awareness of
individual politicians
was much higher than
that of political
parties

Sebastián Piñera

94

Michelle Bachelet

94

Evelyn Matthei

92

Ricardo Lagos

92

Camila Vallejo

91

Eduardo Frei

91

Marco Enríquez Ominami

89

Isabel Allende

81

Giorgio Jackson

81

Carolina Tohá

77

Andrés Allamand

76

Andrés Velasco

75

Christian Monckeberg

35

Jaime Quintana

21

43

Proportion who like each politician
Giorgio Jackson

38

Gabriel Boric

36

Sebastián Piñera

35

Marco Enríquez Ominami

27

Evelyn Matthei

14

Isabel Allende

13

Camila Vallejo

12

Michelle Bachelet

11

Andrés Allamand

10

Manuel José Ossandón Irarrázabal

10

Ricardo Lagos

9

Carolina Tohá

6

Jorge Tellier

2

Guido Girardi Lavin

2
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Former student leaders
Giorgio Jackson and
Gabriel Boric proved popular
amongst Chilean millennials

Write a letter to your local mp
Dear Sir Hugo Gutierrez.
Good afternoon along with the pleasure of writing to you. While one has much to compensate in life
and you are sitting back and doing nothing for us, for the people. I would like to say that the buses in
our community, where I live, which is in Santa Rosa - Alto Hospicio – no buses pass at dawn, I tell
you this because I study and work, and I have to get oﬀ at the entrance of Los Condores to walk to my
house, which as you will know, is an area where crime happens, if you had lived in Alto Hospicio you
would understand what I am saying, I hope you understand me and you can do something for the
people of the community of Santa Rosa.
I would also like to ask you to start discussing free education, please, no more private education ,
state education would be the ideal, this way all teachers would earn the same, and all students would
learn the same. We'd all be level and would no longer have these "diﬀerences" between students. For
starting the project I ask you wholeheartedly, remove the PSU, which is stupid. If you want to study
you will do it because you like it and not because of a score.
Best regards,
Millennial Dialogue Chile Participant
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Which party scores the highest for…
The Communist
Party seem to
polarise opinions
scorring highest for
both understanding
young people and
having
the wrong ideas to
improve life in Chile

33

Understanding Young People

Being Believable In What They Say

19

20

23

Being Open And Honest

Having The Right Ideas To Improve Life in Chile

16

10

17

17

14

12

11

20

30

Having The Wrong Ideas To Improve Life in Chile

8

13

16

12

10

5

14

8

15

8

15

18

10

18

12

14

13

13

11

24

4

6

THE COMMUNIST PARTY

THE SOCIALIST PARTY

CHRISTIAN DEMOCRATIC PARTY

PARTY FOR DEMOCRACY

INDEPENDENT DEMOCRATIC PARTY

SOCIAL DEMOCRAT RADICAL PARTY

PROGRESSIVE PARTY
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Important qualities for
an elected politician (%)
Honesty

95
94
94
94
94
94
93
91
91
91

Ethics
Inteligence
Ability to listen to others
Being open and honest
Having the right ideas to improve Chile
A stance against corruption
Being believable in what they say
Ability to be firm
Good in a crisis
An understanding of younger people

87
86

Ability to think quickly
Political experience

69

Ability to keep up with latest technologies

65

Sense of humor

59

Ability to come across well on TV & Radio

51

Good looks

39
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Which party scores the highest for…
The Communist Party and
Socialist Party score well for
most qualities Chilean
millennials find important
such as, honesty, ability to
listen to others and an
ability to be firm.

16

Honesty

22

13

Inteligence

18

16

Ability to listen to others

Good in a Crisis

10

Ability to be firm

12

8

7

19

20

13

5

24

18

8

12

19

17

5

11

20

10

11

14

16

12

14

14

17

9

13

25

10

19

PROGRESSIVE PARTY

COMMUNIST PARTY

SOCIAL DEMOCRAT RADICAL PARTY

SOCIALIST PARTY

PARTY FOR DEMOCRACY

CHRISTIAN DEMOCRATICE PARTY

INDEPENDENT DEMOCRATRIC PARTY
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Which party scores the highest for…
The Socialist Party
scores the highest for
both political and nonpolitical experience. The
Communist Party scores
highest by far for a stance
against corruption

Ethics

15

Stance against corruption

15

Political experience

21

Non-political experience

16

26

7

Ability to think quickly

7

19

13

4

19

11

16

8

12

16

23

5

5

17

10

13

19

16

10

15

17

14

12

13

10

16

10

19

29

PROGRESSIVE PARTY

COMMUNIST PARTY

SOCIAL DEMOCRAT RADICAL PARTY

SOCIALIST PARTY

PARTY FOR DEMOCRACY

CHRISTIAN DEMOCRATICE PARTY

INDEPENDENT DEMOCRATRIC PARTY
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Which party scores the highest for…
The Independent
Democratic party
score the highest for
good looks and an
ability to keep up with
the latest technology.

Caring	
  nature	
  

Ability	
  to	
  come	
  across	
  well	
  on	
  TV	
  &	
  radio	
  

14

11

6

14

Sense	
  of	
  homour	
  

14

Ability	
  to	
  keep	
  up	
  with	
  the	
  latest	
  technology	
  

15

Good	
  looks	
  

18

10

6

13

11

20

23

14

21

6

5

4

14

17

17

17

16

17

14

13

13

14

11

15

19

9

17

25

27

PROGRESSIVE PARTY

COMMUNIST PARTY

SOCIAL DEMOCRAT RADICAL PARTY

SOCIALIST PARTY

PARTY FOR DEMOCRACY

CHRISTIAN DEMOCRATICE PARTY

INDEPENDENT DEMOCRATRIC PARTY
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Electoral reform

51

What would encourage more people
to vote? (% ‘Very significantly encourage…’ or ‘Would go some way to encouraging…’)
YOUNG Chileans SHOW GREAT CONFIDENCE IN THE POWER OF CONNECTED TECHNOLOGY AND ONLINE
VOTING TO INCREASE PARTICIPATION. THERE IS ALSO fairly strong SUPPORT FOR EXTENDING THE
LOCATIONS WHERE ONE CAN VOTE AND FOR PROLONGING ELECTIONS.

If it were possible to vote online
via a secure app and/or website

88%

If it were possible to vote at a lot more places such
as in shopping malls, libraries, voting stations on
the street, on trains, at the airport etc.

73%

If it were possible to vote for a longer period of
time i.e. several weeks or months in advance

48%

52

Should it be made
compulsory to vote?
Don’t
know

6%

50%

yes

41%

Of those who said they
had voted said ‘yes’ voting should be made
compulsory

53%
no

53

Women in politics
(% who agree with each statement)

44% of Chilean men feel that the gender balance in politics is ‘about right’, compared
to 32% of Chilean women. Also, there is generally very little support among
millennials for all-women electoral lists.

41%

“The gender balance in politics
is about right”

32%

34%
55%
13%
12%
13%
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Male
Female

44%

“There should be a greater proportion
of women in politics”

“There should be some all-women shortlists to
increase the number of women in politics”

Total

44%
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